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Introduction
In this issue of Pegasus, we consider the importance of human capital. First, we recall the
practical advice of the Stoics, particularly the later Stoics, who wrote in Roman times. They
identified a human asset – an intangible capability to rise above contingencies, enhance the
intentionality of our actions in the world and so make our lives more efficacious and
satisfactory. That asset was presence of mind – an inward power to reflect on impressions and
sensations before we make judgments. In modern terms, Stoics sought to enhance human
capital – strength of mind and capacity for resilience and innovation; they provided a way for
us to avoid self-pity and self-abasement. Stoic presence of mind enables better risk
management, promotes courage and enables us to lead.
The Caux Round Table for Moral Capitalism (CRT) has proposed that human capital, though
intangible, has a prominent role in moral capitalism. The moral dynamics of capitalism
consider people and society, while the financial dynamics of capitalism – price, cost, gross
sales, net profits – consider what is materialistic. Capitalism, without a moral compass, takes
a reductionist approach to life – what Marx called the “cash nexus.”
Accordingly, the CRT has proposed a more sophisticated theory of the firm, one which
incorporates human, social and other forms of capital. This systems approach to a firm seeks
to account for more than the traditional factors of production – land, labor and financial
capital.
Not coincidentally, in the high tech subculture, there are two social media influencers who
apply Stoicism to living well today. They are Ryan Holiday (https://ryanholiday.net) and Tim
Ferris (https://tim.blog/stoic/)
This graphic outlines the CRT theory of the firm:
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Secondly, we include in this issue an excerpt of a recent decision by the U.S. Securities and
Exchange Commission (SEC) which now requires companies to provide the public with more
information on their human capital. This is a small step by regulators, but significantly, it
validates giving importance to human capital, as proposed by the CRT. Now that the SEC
requires more information on how employees add value to a firm, accounting professors,
accountants, valuation specialists and auditors will explore and propose additional metrics
for more accurately assessing prospects for the firm’s success or failure.
I am reassured by the SEC’s presumptive recognition of the importance of human capital, not
as a cost on a profit and loss statement, but as an asset of a firm. It indicates to me that the
CRT’s work on the theory and best practices of moral capitalism is existentially wellgrounded.
Stephen B. Young
Global Executive Director
Caux Round Table for Moral Capitalism
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The Caux Round Table Principles for Business and Stoic Humanism
Stephen B. Young
Global Executive Director
Caux Round Table for Moral Capitalism

The Caux Round Table for Moral Capitalism’s (CRT) Principles for Business were made public
in 1994. They envisioned a capitalism as a system of interdependent stakeholder
relationships, a moral order of concern. The CRT Principles are an affirmation that
stewardship in capitalism is the course of wisdom, prudence and, therefore, of worldly
success.
The Stoic philosophers of Greece and their Roman followers, such as Cicero, Seneca and
Marcus Aurelius, proclaimed an ethic of personal rectitude which did not follow from the
worship of gods. In this sense, Stoicism was humanistic, not theistic. But, importantly, it was
not a modern or post-modern humanism of untethered individualism. Stoicism placed each
human person in a moral setting and located the center of gravity for each human personality
in the capacity of a moral sense within the conscious mind.
Stoic humanism, therefore, can still provide a sound and energizing foundation for daily use
of the CRT Principles for Business.
The CRT Principles presume our access to and the strength of our moral sense. Application of
the Principles in both business strategy and tactical decision-making draws on the moral
sense for criteria with which to make practical judgments. The Principles assert that “law and
market forces are necessary, but insufficient guides for conduct. Responsibility for the
policies and actions of business and respect for the dignity and interests of stakeholders are
fundamental.”
Principle 1 asserts that “Businesses have a role to play in improving the lives of all their
customers, employees and shareholders by sharing with them the wealth they have created.”
Principle 2 asserts that “Businesses should contribute to the economic and social
development not only in the countries in which they operate, but also in the world community
at large through effective and prudent use of resources, free and fair competition and
emphasis on innovation in technology, production methods, marketing and
communications.”
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Principle 3 asserts that “Businesses should go beyond the letter of the law and utilize a spirit
of trust.”
Principle 4 asserts that “Business must have respect for rules, but also recognize that some
behavior, although legal, may still have adverse consequences.”
Principle 5 asserts that “National self-interest should not prejudice global prosperity.”
Principle 6 asserts that “A business should respect and protect the environment.”
Principle 7 asserts that “A business should not participate in or condone corrupt practices.”
Thus, the CRT Principles for Business categorically reject any form of brute capitalism resting
on the premises of social Darwinism that life is only a selfish struggle for dominion and
suppression of competitors at all costs, so that only those most fit for internecine conflict will
survive.
The CRT Principles can only be effective if individuals honor and exercise their moral
convictions, that that which is outside the self has worthy meaning and inherent value.
Adam Smith is most famously noted for his pioneering description of the capitalist form of
production and supporting ethos. He proposed that the “origin of the wealth of nations” was
specialization of function and division of labor. Here, we can see a derivative use of Luther’s
emphasis on the “station” or function of each individual. In the factory mode of production
introduced by capitalism, which has made modern civilization possible, each person has a
function to perform. But they are expected to work with fidelity, diligence and conformity to
what is expected from them in their specified function. Thus, each worker needs an active
moral sense in order to be part of the larger social system of production.
Moreover, each worker – each human cog in the factory social machine – must rely on other
“cogs” to do their part well, efficiently and in a timely manner. And, reciprocally, those other
“cogs” were reliant on each worker to do his or her part well. Capitalist production is, at its
core, a moral process of interdependence.
Smith explained the origins of that moral capacity in his first book, The Theory of Moral
Sentiments. He described individual persons within the understanding of Protestantism as
living beings which could reason and act for moral purposes. He located the source of their
moral capacity as a “person withing the breast,” what today we would call the “conscience.”
Smith did not credit any deity with the power or responsibility to infuse each person with
moral awareness and purpose. Thus, he was a humanist in confining his thinking to earthly
realities.
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Not coincidently, Smith had read the Greek and Roman Stoics. His Theory of Moral
Sentiments references Epictetus, Cicero, Seneca and Marcus Aurelius. Smith’s humanism
was a Stoic one.
Our modern culture, however, no longer follows Stoic humanism. Who, these days, reads the
Stoics or quotes them? Our now post-modern humanism embodies very different
assumptions about human nature. Our post-modern culture actually has come to marginalize
and even deny the existence of a moral sense within each person.
Thus, capitalism has evolved a brutish variety of ruthless competition, exploitation of the
weak and disregard of stakeholders in line with this modern humanism. Brutish capitalism
lives more by the morality of Thomas Hobbes where human existence is a war of all against all
and “the life of man is solitary, poor, nasty, brutish and short.”
Modern humanism and even more our contemporary post-modern humanism, posits an
individualism untethered from society, an absolutely egocentric conviction of personal
freedom as willfulness, of willfulness as self-serving license and of self-serving license as allencompassing hedonism. This individualism is nihilistic and so narcissistic, there being
nothing outside the self of any meaning or authority. Self-absorption is posited as the only
ethic applicable to human persons.
Among social philosophers, this individualism was importantly proposed by Herbert Spencer
in his theory of social Darwinism. It was given expression by Friedrich Nietzsche in his
argument that we must overcome moralizing about good and evil and live through our will to
power alone. With Nietzsche, individualism has no confines, no limits and no attachments to
anything other than what it proposes for itself. Nietzsche’s nihilism has come down to us
through Heidegger, the Existentialists, Derrida and Foucault. It is reflected in the
contemporary epistemology that there is no truth worth accepting as a guide for living, that all
our words and thoughts are only social constructions, narratives or even fictions, shifting
fluxes of transitory meanings where nothing is everything and everything is really nothing. It
is even said by some that we are living in an age of “post-truth.”
In such a world, there can be no moral capitalism.
Thus, it might be opportune to reconsider Stoic humanism.
At the core of such humanism was a faith in the transcendent being within us, in our moral
sense, somehow putting there a spark of intuition, of insight and discernment. Stoic
humanism proposed that we are, indeed, tethered to a higher reality, a realm that Christians
might call grace, that Mencius called virtue (de), that the Buddha spoke of as mindfulness and
that the Qur’an assumes is a fitness for receiving guidance.
In Greek, that touch of the divine with us was called a daimon, some ill-defined gestation of
spirit which was within us, but came from beyond us and which pulled and pushed us in
fateful directions.
Heraclites concluded that Ethos Anthropos Daimon – our “daimon comes from our
character.” Thus, the common English rendering of his thought – “Character is destiny.”
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Another and very important Greek use of the word daimon was in their word for human
flourishing, happiness, prosperity, blessedness – eudaimonia. Eudaimonia is an abstract
noun derived from the words eu ('good, well') and daimon ('spirit'). For many Greek
philosophers, the purpose of being ethical and having a practical philosophy for living was to
aim at such flourishing. The locus of the daimon was interior to the individual. It was in
dialogue with other modes of thought, feeling and perception. In particular, it could
spiritually influence a person’s capacity for acting with virtue (arete) – as a strong and welladjusted personality should – and for thinking wisely about the facts of life (phronesis).
Contemporary positive psychology speaks of “eudaimonic well-being” to include personal
powers of self-discovery, development of one’s best potentials, a sense of purpose and
meaning in life, investment of significant effort in pursuit of excellence and intense
involvement in activities.

Leading Stoics Writers Explaining Their Humanism
Cicero
A prominent thinker in the Stoic tradition cited by Adam
Smith was Cicero (106 – 7 December 43 BC). In his book
De Officiis, an essay on the origin of personal duties,
Cicero, rather closely, followed a Greek Stoic, Panaetius.
Cicero advised that one should not make “anything his
chiefest good, wherein justice or virtue does not bear a
part” and should never set up advantage – utilitas – in
place of honestum as the measure of his happiness.
Honestum connotes that which deserves full honor is
noble, distinguished, worthy, brings praise, gives one great
credit, arises from virtue. For Cicero, all duties arose from
possession of honestum which had four attributes: 1) truth
generating prudence; 2) sociability, liberality towards
others, mutuality and justice; 3) a brave, energized and
exalted mind; and 4) temperance and moderation. Thus,
Cicero located that which was superior in individuals in an
inner moral sense, not in their possessions or social status.
He reminded us that we humans are not beasts and are
endowed with reason, a distinctive capacity that should be
our most prized possession.

Cicero

In that power of mind over matter, what is good, said Cicero, is only that which is of
honestum and is free from passions and mental disturbance. From a calm and peaceable
state of mind arises constancy and moderation. What might excite the mind such as riches,
bettering your social estate, empire, glory or honor would lead to acts of injustice. Thus, what
restrains us from injustice is our moral sense. In positions of civil authority, “He who takes on
him a public trust should not only look that the business be honest, but that he himself
should be qualified for the management of it.” (Book I)
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Elsewhere, Cicero affirmed that salus populi suprema lex – “the wellbeing of the people is the
highest law,” a maxim consistent with the CRT’s Principles for Government.
In Book II, Cicero argues that setting honestum against utilitas or advantage was a false and
fabricated choice because “whatever has honestum, the same must be of advantage.” Thus,
Cicero merged two schools of ethics – utilitarianism and deontology or abstract moralizing.
For Cicero, justice, advantage or profit and honestum were all blended and interwoven, one
with the other. (Book II) Any advantage interwoven with honestum would be virtuous. “If in
profit there is anything not of honestum, it is our duty to reject that profit.” “Under nature
what is profitable has to align with honestum so we must consider what at first appears to be
profitable in relation to what is honestum and seek the profitable only if it contains what is of
honestum. Whatever is dishonest can never be profitable.”
Here, Cicero provides an argument for “moral capitalism,” where the profit sought by
business is acceptable when it expresses good moral considerations.
In this, Cicero said he followed the Stoics for whom “whatever is honest must be also
profitable and whatever is profitable must be also honest.”
In his essay On Friendship, Cicero asserted that our capacity for friendship derives from a
“distinct principle implanted in the breast of man.” This thought would be taken up by Adam
Smith with his locating our moral sense figuratively as a person within our breast which
judged our thoughts and actions and help them up to a standard higher than our own will.
Seneca
Seneca (4 BC – AD 65), also referenced by Adam Smith, lived
in the early years of the Roman Empire and was a counselor
to the Emperor Nero, who turned against him and forced his
suicide.
In one of his letters, Seneca asserted that “God is near you,
with you, inside you. … there is a holy spirit abiding within
us who observes our good deeds and bad and watches over
us.” (41. 1-2) Here is the Stoic link between our individuality
and the divine. We are more than self-interested creatures,
but have a soul, as well. Seneca quoted Virgil that in every
person “indwells a god, what god we know not.” (Aeneid
8.352)
The individual human person was, for Seneca, designed to
have a sense of place, embeddedness and due proportion for
“whatever stabilizes … the soul is good.” (Letter 76)

Seneca

Like Cicero, Seneca accepted the blending of advantage and honestum: “Virtue radiates
usefulness.” (On Tranquility 4) Virtue and the honorable are definable, not boundless or
promiscuous and so they are part of the good. “Anything carried to excess is wrong.” (9)
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Epictetus
Epictetus (50 – 135 AD), a Greek living in Rome,
was cited by Adam Smith. He wrote down his
perspective on Stoic wisdom. His premise on
what a human person should value was that “It
was fitting then that the gods have placed this
alone in our power, the most excellent faculty of
all which rules all the others, the power to deal
rightly with our impressions.” (Book 1, 1.7) Thus,
Seneca believed there were “two elements
mingled within us – a body in common with the
animals and reason and intelligence in common
with the gods.” (Book 1, 3.1)
“Where the true nature of god is there too is the
good. Intelligence, knowledge, right
reason.” (Book 2 8.1) Thus, what we do with our
Epictetus
minds, I would say with our moral sense,
determines whether we are good or bad. “I can get greatness of soul and a noble spirit from
myself.” (Book I, 9.29) “The specific material that the good and noble person works on is his
own governing faculty.” (Book 2 3.1) To govern yourself, your “first business is to cast away
self-conceit.” (Book 4 17.1) Then, you must “attend to those universal principles which you
must always have in hand.” (Book 4 12.7)
With this faculty of dealing rightly with impressions – the faculty of thinking – we can make
ourselves good for “Essence of good consists in the proper use of impressions.” (Book I, 20.13)
One must, according to Seneca, “attend to your impressions, watch over them unsleepingly.
For it is no small thing that you are guarding, but modesty, fidelity, constancy, a tranquil
mind undisturbed by fear, pain, or disorder; in short, freedom.” (Book 4 3.7) When Seneca
speaks of freedom, he has in mind the power of individualism, a most modern point of view.
“Examine preconceptions – learn terms, apply preconceptions to realities.” (Book I, 170) We
should also learn the habit of replacing whatever comes to mind with “some fair and noble
impression.” (Book I 17.23)
“Good or ill for man comes from choice; if you want anything good, get it from
yourself.” (Book I 29.3) We each have a power of choice to put guiding principles to work.
(Book I 24.1) “Externals are materials for the workshop of choice.” (Book I 29.2) “Bad people
place their interest in things outside themselves, not in their own power of choice.” (Book 2
22.26)
“No man is free who is not master of himself.” (Fragment 25) How enlightened and
contemporary this sounds in our era of individual human rights.
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Marcus Aurelius
Emperor Marcus Aurelius (26 April 121 – 17 March
180) was a noted Roman Stoic. He, too, provided
Adam Smith with thought provoking ideas. Among
his meditations are these admonitions:
“The god within you (daimon) should preside over a
being who is viral, and mature… We have to stand
upright ourselves, not be set up.” (3.5)
“The deity which dwells within you (daimon)
directing each impulse, weighing each impression,
abjuring the temptations of the flesh, and avowing
allegiance to the gods and compassion for
humankind. … No ambitions of a different nature
can contest the title to goodness which belongs to
reason and civic duty. Not the world’s applause,
nor power, nor wealth, not the enjoyment of
pleasure.” (3.6)
“If the inward power that rules us be true to nature,
it will always adjust itself readily to the possibilities
and opportunities offered by circumstance.” (4.1)
“Live with the gods. To live with the gods is to show
Marcus Aurelius
them at all times a soul contented with their awards,
and wholly fulfilling that will of that inward divinity that particle of himself, which Zeus has
given to every person for ruler and guide – the mind and the reason.” (5.27)
“The soul of man has this in common with the soul of the One: it can never be thwarted from
without and its good consists in righteousness of character and action.” (5.34)
“Dig within. There lies the well-spring of good; ever dig and it will ever flow.” (7.59)
“Hour by hour resolve firmly like a Roman and a man, to do what comes to hand with correct
and natural dignity, and with humanity, independence, and justice. … dismissing wayward
thoughts, … recoil from the desire to create an impression, the admiration of self, the
discontent with your lot.” (1.5)
“Never value the advantages derived from anything involving breach of faith, loss of selfrespect, hatred, suspicion, or execration of others, insincerity, of the desire for something
which has to be veiled and curtained.” (3.7)
“To what then must we aspire? This and this alone: the just thought, the unselfish act, the
tongue that utters no falsehood, the temper that greets each passing event as something
predestined, expected, and emanating from the One source and origin.” (4.33)
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Conclusion
Moral capitalism, as advocated by the CRT, can stand very well on the ideas of the Stoics.
Moreover, their humanism is perhaps more relevant today than when they lived so long ago,
for we are the age of secular individualism and theirs was the age of faith in the Gods and
order imposed upon us by personified, transcendental masters of our destinies. Today, so
many worship a reason so subordinated to our will and desires that it has very little
resemblance to a moral power seeking wisdom and truth. Our enlightenment seems, at times,
to be illusory.
As Shakespeare wrote:
Tomorrow, and tomorrow, and tomorrow,
Creeps in this petty pace from day to day,
To the last syllable of recorded time;
And all our yesterdays have lighted fools
The way to dusty death. Out, out, brief candle!
Life’s but a walking shadow, a poor player,
That struts and frets his hour upon the stage,
And then is heard no more. It is a tale
Told by an idiot, full of sound and fury,
Signifying nothing.
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